Abnormal repolarization dynamics revealed in exercise test in long QT syndrome mutation carriers with normal resting QT interval.
The identification of affected family members with long QT syndrome (LQTS) is often difficult due to their normal-or only marginally lengthened-QT interval duration. We examined whether physical exercise test could increase the ability to detect the mutation carrier status in phenotypically normal LQTS family members. Sixty-six subjects were included: 15 were carriers of KCNQ1 (LQT1); 15 of KCNH(2) (LQT2); and 9 of SCN5A (LQT3) gene mutations with no, or borderline, QT lengthening; and 27 were healthy controls. Multiple electrograms over the precordial area were recorded during workload and recovery phases of exercise test. QT intervals and T peak to T end intervals (Tpe intervals) were determined using an automatic algorithm at specified heart rates (HR).The LQT1 mutation carriers had QT interval most prolonged during exercise and recovery, whereas the LQT2 carriers had QT interval longest at low exercise HR. The LQT3 carriers had QT interval longest at rest. The Tpe interval remained nearly unchanged during exercise in LQT1, but shortened in LQT2 and in LQT3 carriers. The Tpe interval was longest in LQT2 carriers at the end of the recovery phase. Tentative dichotomizing values of QT and Tpe intervals improved sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing LQTS subtypes, compared with the QT interval duration alone. LQTS mutation carriers lacking diagnostic QT interval prolongation exhibit abnormal QT and Tpe interval adaptations during physical exercise test. Looking for subtype-specific adaptations might facilitate the identification of LQTS mutation carriers when molecular genetic analysis is not available.